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Abstract
In this paper we aim to provide new examples of the application and the generality of the
membrane paradigm. The membrane paradigm is a formalism for studying the event horizon
of black holes. After analyzing it with some technical details and realizing it in the Reissner-
Nordstro¨m black hole, we apply the paradigm to cosmological horizons, firstly to the pure de Sitter
horizon, and then to the trapping horizon of the Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker universe.
In the latter case, the cosmological stretched horizon is oblique, thus the running of renormalization
parameter is nonzero in the timelike direction and gives a correction to the membrane pressure. In
this paradigm, the cosmological equations come from continuity equations of the membrane fluid
and the bulk fluid respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Black holes attract us not only with strong gravitational fields, but also with intriguing
physical properties such as thermodynamics and hydrodynamics. The membrane paradigm
is an appropriate formalism for studying the thermodynamic and hydrodynamic properties
of black holes. On the event horizon of black hole, the gravitational equations resemble
dynamical equations of a 2-dimensional viscous fluid, including the energy conservation law
and the Navier-Stokes equation[1–3]. However, it is unpractical for a distant observer to
study this fluid-like behavior directly on the event horizon, because the event horizon’s gen-
erators are not timelike but null. The membrane paradigm for gravitational fields around a
black hole was constructed three decades ago [4, 5] on the stretched horizon, a timelike hy-
persurface located slightly outside the event horizon. Fortunately, the dynamical equations
of the event horizon are well approximated by those of the stretched horizon. Thus from
outside it is more convenient to probe the fluid-like behavior of black holes on the stretched
horizon. In particular, up to a renormalization factor, from the membrane on the stretched
horizon, we can read the fluid quantities such as density, pressure, shear and expansion. The
renormalization parameter is presumed to tend to zero as the stretched horizon approaches
the event horizon.
The membrane paradigm were based on equations of motion and partially on various
intuitive physical arguments until one and a half decades ago, when Parikh et al [6] sys-
tematically derived the above results from an action with a surface term on the stretched
horizon. The Raychaudhuri equation, or the energy conservation law of membrane fluid,
was obtained as the timelike component of the contracted Gauss-Codazzi equations, while
the transverse components on the membrane give rise to the Navier-Stokes equation. This
is a more rigorous and elegant approach to the black hole membrane paradigm. Taking
this approach, the paradigm was studied in some other theories of gravity [7–9]. Interesting
related work can be also found in [10–13] as a very incomplete list.
Usually when a paradigm becomes more rigorous in formulation, its implicit assumptions
and restrictions will get less elusive. In the present paper, we will show this indeed happens
to the black hole membrane paradigm, and we will apply the paradigm to cosmological hori-
zons. Following the approach of reference [6], we will present a brief review of the membrane
paradigm in section II and Appendix A, and investigate the membrane paradigm in a con-
crete example—the Reissner-Nordstro¨m (RN) black hole in section III. After that, we will
express new examples of the paradigm through cosmological horizons: the de Sitter (dS)
horizon in section IV and the trapping horizon of the Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker
(FLRW) universe [14, 15] in section V. In section VI, the Friedmann equation emerges nat-
urally from the membrane paradigm. We demonstrate in section II and illustrate in section
V that the accurate value of pressure on the event/trapping horizon may deviate from the
renormalized pressure on the stretched horizon, by receiving a correction from running of
the renormalization parameter. In section V, for the FLRW universe, the renormalization
parameter is time-dependent, and hence its derivative is not zero along the time-like direc-
tion. That is why the paradigm therein is called an oblique membrane paradigm. In section
VII, we will ponder on a tentative way towards the standard membrane paradigm that is
not oblique. The paper is concluded in section VIII.
A remark is needed here. By the name “oblique membrane paradigm”, we do not mean
development of a new paradigm, but providing examples of the existing membrane paradigm
to the cosmological horizons and the specific non-stationary horizons. In other words, our
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best wish is to present the application of the membrane paradigm to the cosmological hori-
zon, and provide an explicit example (FLRW) where the trapping horizon is time dependent.
In fact, it is very clear from the original derivation of the black-hole membrane paradigm or
the derivation a la Parikh-Wilczek [6] that the so called pressure of the fluid depends upon
the choice of the generators. It agrees with the surface gravity only in the case that the
horizon is stationary. Viewed by top scientists of black hole, this paper may not contain any
new scientific result, but we hope it would be of some use for researchers on cosmology. We
wish there will be connections of the membrane paradigm to observational cosmology, such
as cosmic inflation and accelerated expansion.
II. REVIEW OF MEMBRANE PARADIGM
In this section, we will briefly review the membrane paradigm following the approach of
[6], with an emphasis on some technical details necessary for our analysis but hidden in the
literature.
A. Geometric setup
It is customary to begin with the geometry of spacetime and our convention of notations.
For the simplest example, we will work with a spherically symmetric event or trapping null
horizon in (3 + 1)-dimensional spacetime and mainly focus on the Einstein gravity. With
appropriate extensions our calculation is potentially applicable to other cases.
The event horizon is a 3-dimensional null hypersurface with a null geodesic generator la.
At the event horizon, the surface gravity gH can be determined by
lb∇bla = gHla. (1)
Besides this one, there are several other ways to define the surface gravity [16]. For Killing
horizons such as the event horizon of the RN black hole, all definitions yield the same result.
But for non-Killing horizons, e.g. the trapping horizon of the FLRW universe, different
definitions disagree with each other [16, 17]. In this paper, we will choose equation (1) as
the definition of surface gravity at non-Killing null horizons. For the spherically symmetric
case, references [18, 19] are in favor of this choice.
In the very neighborhood of event/trapping horizon, suppose there is a 3-dimensional
timelike hypersurface, namely stretched horizon, which is generated by the timelike congru-
ence ua and possesses a spacelike normal vector na. The vectors ua and na are orthogonal
to each other
nau
a = 0 (2)
and normalized to unity
nan
a = 1, uau
a = −1. (3)
In terms of ua and na, we can make a 2 + 1 + 1 split of spacetime, which leads to a 3-
dimensional metric
hab = gab − nanb (4)
on the stretched horizon and a 2-dimensional metric
γab = hab + uaub (5)
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on its spacelike cross section normal to ua. Then it is straightforward to express the stretched
horizon’s extrinsic curvature
Kab = h
d
b∇dna. (6)
In the membrane paradigm, the stretched horizon plays the role of an auxiliary hyper-
surface tracking the event horizon. To this end, a parameter α is introduced, which can be
taken as a regulator. When the stretched horizon tends to the true horizon, it is required
that α → 0, αua → la and αna → la. This requirement is in accord with the fact that the
null generator la is both normal and tangential to the event horizon, namely lal
a = γabl
a = 0.
Consequently in this limit we expect
αuaubKab = u
aub∇b(αna) → −gH, (7)
αγaAγ
b
BKab = γ
a
Aγ
b
B∇b(αna) → kAB, (8)
γaAγ
b
B∇b(αua) → kAB, (9)
where kAB is the extrinsic curvature of the 2-dimensional spacelike section of the event
horizon,
kAB = γ
a
Aγ
b
B∇bla =
1
2
LlγAB (10)
with Ll the Lie derivative in the direction of la. It will be useful to decompose kAB into a
traceless part and a trace,
kAB = σHAB +
1
2
θHγAB, (11)
where σHAB is the shear and θH is the expansion of the world lines of nearby horizon surface
elements.
To study the dynamics of null horizons, it is useful to introduce the Ha´´icˇek field ΩHA in
terms of the outgoing null vector la and an ingoing null vector [4, 20]. Translated into ua
and na in our cases, it reads
ΩHA =
1
2
γaA(n
b∇bua − ub∇bna). (12)
In the near event horizon limit we expect
γaAu
bKab = γ
a
Au
b∇bna → −ΩHA (13)
or equivalently
γaAu
bKab → −γaAnb∇bua. (14)
Without loss of generality, one can parameterize the the spacelike normal vector as na =
N∇aλ and the timelike generator as ua = −Uhba∇bτ , where λ and τ are affine or non-affine
parameters. In appendix A, we have proven that
na∇anb = −γab∇a lnN + ubua∇a lnN,
ua∇aub = γab∇a lnU − nbKacuauc. (15)
For the membrane paradigm of RN black holes and the paradigm of cosmological horizons,
it can be confirmed that γab∇a lnN = γab∇a lnU = 0. Therefore, throughout this paper, it
is safe to make the ansatz
na∇anb = ubua∇a lnN, ua∇aub = −nbKacuauc. (16)
Remembering that (ub+nb)∇b(ua+na) ∝ ua+na and thus γaA(ub+nb)∇b(ua+na) = 0, we
see limit (13) can be always satisfied exactly under this ansatz.
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B. Fluid equations from membrane dynamics
In reference [6], it has been verified that for Einstein gravity, the membrane stress tensor
on the stretched horizon takes the form1
tSab =
1
8piG
(Khab −Kab) . (17)
For our purpose, it is convenient to reverse this equation to
Kab = 8piG
(
1
2
tdSdhab − tSab
)
. (18)
Interestingly, the above stress tensor can be decomposed to a form like a viscous fluid [8],
tabS = ρSu
aub + γaAγ
b
B(pSγ
AB − 2ηSσABS − ζSθSγAB) + piAS (γaAub + γbAua). (19)
Some of the fluid quantities defined above, including density ρS , pressure pS , shear σ
AB
S and
expansion θS on the stretched horizon, get divergent in the near event horizon limit α→ 0.
We can renormalize them with the regulator α,
ρS =
1
α
ρH, pS =
1
α
pH, σ
AB
S =
1
α
σABH , θS =
1
α
θH, (20)
keep piAS = pi
A
H, ηS = ηH, ζS = ζH, and rewrite the membrane stress tensor as
tabS =
1
α
ρHu
aub +
1
α
γaAγ
b
B(pHγ
AB − 2ηHσABH − ζHθHγAB) + piAH(γaAub + γbAua). (21)
Substituting (21) into (18), we can demonstrate that
αKabγ
a
Aγ
b
B = 8piG
(
−1
2
ρHγAB + 2ηHσHAB
)
,
αKabu
aub = 8piG
(
ζHθH − 1
2
ρH − pH
)
,
Kabγ
a
Au
b = 8piGpiHA. (22)
Thus the limit (8) can be fulfilled by
ηH =
1
16piG
, ρH = − θH
8piG
, (23)
while the limit (7) can be achieved if in addition
ζH = − 1
16piG
, pH =
gH
8piG
. (24)
1 Derived in reference [6] for stretched horizon outside the true horizon, the signature of tSab is unchanged
for stretched horizon inside the true horizon, because we will then deal with δSin − δSsurf = 0 and an
inward-pointing normal vector na.
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However, as will be shown soon in this section and later in section V, the second equation of
(24) is sometimes violated, see equations (30) and (32). In that case, the limit (7) is replaced
by (34), and the accurate value of pressure on the event/trapping horizon is gH/(8piG) but
not pH.
In both Einstein and f(R) theories of gravity [6, 7], the contracted Gauss-Codazzi relation
[21] can be put into the form
tabS|b = −hacT cdnd, (25)
where |b is the 3-covariant derivative with respect to the metric hab, and thus tabS|b =
hadh
c
b∇ctdbS . Later on we will use the notation ||b for the 2-covariant derivative with respect
to the metric γab, and similarly σ
ab
H||b = γ
a
dγ
c
b∇cσdbH . It is trivial to check hab|c = γab||c = 0.
Projecting (25) to the timelike direction ua, we have derived in Appendix A that
− 1
α2
T ab lal
b = − 1
α2
(pHγ
AB − 2ηHσABH − ζHθHγAB)kAB −∇bpibH
− 1
α2
lb∇bρH + 1
α2
ρHu
b∇bα− 1
α2
ρHγ
a
b k
b
a (26)
when the stretched horizon gets close to the true horizon. The expression of kAB was given
in (11), which helps to write down
− 1
α2
T ab lal
b = − 1
α2
(pHθH − 2ηHσHABσABH − ζHθ2H)−∇bpibH
− 1
α2
LlρH + 1
α2
ρHLuα− 1
α2
ρHθH. (27)
On the other hand, the Raychaudhuri equation of a null geodesic congruence [20]
la∇aθH − gHθH + 1
2
θ2H + σHABσ
AB
H +R
a
b lal
b = 0 (28)
can be written in a form similar to the energy conservation law of fluid
LlρH + θHρH = −p˜HθH + 2ηHσHABσABH + ζHθ2H + T ab lalb (29)
for the Einstein gravity. Here ηH, ζH, ρH and p˜H are given by equations (23), (24) and (30).
In reference [20], equation (28) above and (36) below were derived from a null analog of the
contracted Gauss-Codazzi relation, i.e. directly on the null true horizon, rather than from
(25) on the timelike stretched horizon.
In equation (29) we have deliberately put a tilde above pH. Naively one may obtain (29)
from equation (27) by equating pH to p˜H and neglecting the redundant terms. As we send α
to zero, the ∇bpibS term is negligible as expected, but the ρHLuα term does not always vanish.
Actually, as we will see in section V, in the case of the FLRW universe, α is time-dependent
and thus the ρHLuα term is nonvanishing. When this happens, the stretched horizon will
be dubbed an oblique membrane.
The key point is, as we have mentioned, that when the membrane is oblique, the second
equation of (24) is violated, or more exactly
p˜H =
gH
8piG
6= pH. (30)
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To recover equation (29) from (27), the effective pressure p˜H on the event/trapping horizon
should be related to pH via
− 1
α2
p˜HθH = − 1
α2
pHθH +
1
α2
ρHLuα, (31)
or equivalently
p˜H = pH +
1
8piG
Luα (32)
thanks to the second equation of (23). This relation is deduced by comparing (27) with
(29). It will be further confirmed by examples in this paper. Note that (23) and the first
equation of (24) are not harmed, so we still have
αKabu
aub = −8piGpH, (33)
but the limit (7) is replaced by
αuaubKab −Luα→ −gH. (34)
Starting with equations (21) and (25), in Appendix A we have proven
γeALlpiHe + piHAθH = −pH||A + 2(ηHσBHA)||B + (ζHθH)||A − T ca lcγaA. (35)
On the other hand, the Ha´´icˇek equation [20]
Rcalcγ
a
A = γ
e
ALlΩHe + θHΩHA −
(
gH +
1
2
θH
)
||A
+ σBHA||B (36)
can be written in a form similar to the Navier-Stokes equation of fluid
γeALlpiHe + piHAθH = −p˜H||A + 2(ηHσBHA)||B + (ζHθH)||A − T ca lcγaA (37)
for the Einstein gravity. Here again ηH, ζH, ρH and p˜H are given by equations (23), (24)
and (30), and
piaH = −
1
8piG
ΩaH (38)
which is based on the limit (13) or (14).
At first glance, equation (37) is in discrepancy with (35) in case p˜H 6= pH. The discrepancy
can be resolved if
pH||A = p˜H||A, (39)
which indeed holds for spherically symmetric horizons at the least. For horizons without
spherical symmetry, we do not have a general proof for this equality hitherto, but we have
checked that equality (39) continues to hold for Kerr-Newman black holes.
A generalized form of equations (29) and (37) for non-null hypersurfaces can be found in
[22, 23], although our present paper will be restricted to null horizons.
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III. MEMBERANE PARADIGM FOR RN BLACK HOLE
As an illuminating example, we will work out the quantities and equations of the mem-
brane paradigm for the RN black hole. The RN solution in 3 + 1 dimensions has the form
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + 1
f(r)
dr2 + r2dΩ2 (40)
with f(r) = 1 − 2Mr−1 + Q2r−2 and dΩ2 = dϑ2 + sin2 ϑdϕ2. In the membrane paradigm
[4, 6], the stretched horizon of RN black holes has an outward-pointing spacelike unit normal
na∂a = f
1/2∂r and a future-directed timelike generator u
a∂a = f
−1/2∂t. Their dual form can
be expressed as na = N∇ar, ua = −Uhba∇bt with N = f−1/2 and U = f 1/2, which agree well
with ansatz (16). The bulk stress tensor is
8piGTabdx
adxb =
Q2f
r4
dt2 − Q
2
r4f
dr2 +
Q2
r2
dΩ2, (41)
which implies
Tabn
aub = 0. (42)
By definition of the 3-dimensional extrinsic curvature (6), we find the nonvanishing compo-
nents
Ktt =
f 1/2(Q2 −Mr)
r3
, Kϑϑ = rf
1/2, Kϕϕ = rf
1/2 sin2 ϑ. (43)
Mapped to the temporal or transverse directions,
αuaubKab =
α(Q2 −Mr)
r3f 1/2
, αγaAγ
b
BKab =
αf 1/2
r
γAB, γ
a
Au
bKab = 0. (44)
One may also check that
γaAγ
b
B∇b(αua) = 0, γaAnb∇bua = 0. (45)
In the Eddington-Finkelstein (EF) coordinates dv = dt+ f−1dr, the RN metric takes the
form
ds2 = −fdv2 + 2dvdr + r2dΩ2, (46)
while the unit normal and the timelike generator become
na∂a = f
−1/2∂v + f
1/2∂r,
ua∂a = f
−1/2∂v. (47)
The Kruskal-Szekeres (KS) coordinates x and y for the RN black hole are defined by
equations
xy = −e2g+r
(
r − r+
r+
)(
r − r−
r−
)g+/g−
,
x
y
= −e2g+t (48)
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with r± = M ±
√
M2 −Q2 and g± = (r± − r∓)/(2r2±). In the KS coordinates, the metric
covering the region r ≥ r− is of the form
ds2 = −r+r−
g2+
e−2g+r
r2
(
r−
r − r−
) g+
g
−
−1
dxdy + r2dΩ2, (49)
while the unit normal and the timelike generator are transformed to
na∂a = f
−1/2g+(x∂x + y∂y),
ua∂a = f
−1/2g+(x∂x − y∂y). (50)
The future event horizon is the y = 0 hypersurface.
The event horizon of RN black hole is a 3-dimensional null Killing horizon, whose gener-
ator satisfies both the null condition and the Killing equation locally. But the full (3 + 1)-
dimensional spacetime does not own a null Killing field globally. As a consequence, outside
the hypersurface we should break either the null condition or the Killing equation. We
will study the RN black hole horizon with a globally Killing generator in section IIIA and a
globally null generator in section IIIB. Restricted to the event horizon, each of them satisfies
both the Killing equation and the null condition.
A. Killing vector as horizon’s generator
For a stationary black hole there is a Killing vector
la∂a = ∂t = f
1/2ua∂a. (51)
This vector is null on the event horizon but non-null away from it. If we use this vector to
extend the horizon’s generator to the full spacetime, it is trivial to read off α = f 1/2 (recall
that αua → la in the membrane paradigm) and
Tabl
alb =
Q2
8piGr4
f. (52)
Utilizing definition (10), we find the 2-dimensional extrinsic curvature vanishes
kAB = 0. (53)
The surface gravity cannot be worked out directly with formula (1) in metric (40), but in
the EF coordinates (46) it gives
gH =
Mr −Q2
r3
. (54)
With equations (44), (45), (53) and (54) in hand, it is easy to check relations (7), (8),
(9) and (14) in the limit α→ 0. In the present situation we have ub∇bα = f−1/2∂tf 1/2 = 0,
hence the effective pressure on the event horizon coincides with the renormalized pressure
on the stretched horizon, and equation (32) is simplified to p˜H = pH = (Mr−Q2)/(8piGr3),
satisfying condition (39) trivially.
The EF coordinates is best-suited for producing the limit αna → la. Leaving this to the
reader for dessert, we now move on to another form of horizon’s generator.
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B. Null vector as horizon’s generator
The RN solution has two principal null vectors. We can extend the event horizon’s
generator with the outgoing one of them,
la∂a =
1
2
∂t +
1
2
f∂r =
1
2
f 1/2(ua∂a + n
a∂a). (55)
For this choice, it is straightforward to work out the contraction
Tabl
alb = 0 (56)
as well as the surface gravity and the 2-dimensional extrinsic curvature
gH =
Mr −Q2
r3
, kAB =
f
2r
γAB. (57)
Taking α = f 1/2, when the stretched horizon becomes coincident with the true horizon
α → 0, from equations (44), (45), (57) one can confirm relations (7), (8), (9), (14). With
the expression of α unchanged, again in this case p˜H = pH = (Mr − Q2)/(8piGr3). In the
EF coordinates and the KS coordinates respectively, the generator (55) can be reexpressed
as
la∂a = ∂v +
1
2
f∂r
= g+x∂x. (58)
Compared with (47) or (50), it is evident that both αua and αna tend to la in the near event
horizon limit.
For the Schwarzschild black hole, in reference [4] the event horizon’s generator is chosen
as la∂a = ∂t¯ with
t¯ = t +
1
2gH
ln(2gHα
2) +O(α2) (59)
up to a time translation. Our choice of the null generator in this subsection can be refor-
mulated as la∂a = ∂t¯, where
t¯ =
1
g+
ln |x|
= t+ r +
1
2g+
ln(r − r+) + 1
2g−
ln(r − r−), (60)
matching perfectly with the form (59) when Q = 0.
IV. MEMBRANE PARADIGM FOR DS UNIVERSE
Ever since the establishment of membrane paradigm, attention has been focused on the
horizon of black holes. However, as we will show in this and the next sections, the paradigm
has a broader arena. It can be built for the cosmological horizon. Our purpose is to
provide new examples of the application and the generality of the membrane paradigm, not
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development of a new paradigm. In this section, we will concentrate on the static case —
the dS universe. In the next section, we will deal with the FLRW universe.
For the (3 + 1)-dimensional dS spacetime with a positive cosmological constant Λ, the
metric has a static form analogous to (40),
ds2 = −f(r)dτ 2 + 1
f(r)
dr2 + r2dΩ2 (61)
with f(r) = 1− r2/L2 and L2 = 3/Λ. Here we denote the time coordinate with τ , but save
the notation t for later use. The bulk stress tensor is
8piGTabdx
adxb = −Λgabdxadxb. (62)
The cosmological horizon of the above spacetime is an event horizon. Inside the horizon
we have f > 0. Our aim in this section is to construct a membrane paradigm for this
horizon. Suppose slightly inside the cosmological horizon there is a stretched horizon with
an inward-pointing spacelike unit normal na∂a = −f 1/2∂r and a future-directed timelike
generator ua∂a = f
−1/2∂τ , which imply
Tabn
aub = 0. (63)
The definition (6) leads to the nonvanishing components of 3-dimensional extrinsic curvature
Kττ = −rf
1/2
L2
, Kϑϑ = −rf 1/2, Kϕϕ = −rf 1/2 sin2 ϑ, (64)
from which we find
αuaubKab = − αr
L2f 1/2
, αγaAγ
b
BKab = −
αf 1/2
r
γAB, γ
a
Au
bKab = 0. (65)
Straightforward calculation gives
γaAγ
b
B∇b(αua) = 0, γaAnb∇bua = 0. (66)
Introducing the time coordinate dt = dτ − rL−1f−1dr, we can rewrite the dS metric as
ds2 = −dt2 +
(
dr − r
L
dt
)2
+ r2dΩ2, (67)
In this section, our calculation will be performed mainly in this coordinate system. In accord
with the metric (67), the unit normal and the timelike generator are rewritten as
na∂a = rL
−1f−1/2∂t − f 1/2∂r,
ua∂a = f
−1/2∂t. (68)
For the dS spacetime, we can also define the KS-like coordinates x and y via
xy = −L− r
L+ r
,
x
y
= −e2τ/L. (69)
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In terms of them, the metric takes the form
ds2 = − 4L
2
(1− xy)2dxdy + r
2dΩ2, (70)
while the unit normal and the timelike generator are transformed to
na∂a = L
−1f−1/2(x∂x + y∂y),
ua∂a = L
−1f−1/2(x∂x − y∂y). (71)
The future event horizon is the y = 0 hypersurface.
Facilitated with these results, now we are very close to our mission of building the dS
membrane paradigm. The next step is specifying the generator of cosmological horizon. Like
the RN black hole, the null condition and the Killing equation can be met together locally
on the event horizon, but away from the horizon we should break either of them. Parallel
to the previous section, we will investigate the dS horizon with a globally Killing generator
in section IVA and a globally null generator in section IVB.
A. Killing vector as horizon’s generator
In the static form, the dS metric has a Killing vector
la∂a = ∂τ = f
1/2ua∂a (72)
which is null on the event horizon. Taking it as the global extension of the horizon’s gener-
ator, we can see α = f 1/2 and
Tabl
alb =
Λ
8piG
f. (73)
The 2-dimensional extrinsic curvature is calculated according to definition (10),
kAB = 0. (74)
The surface gravity can be derived with formula (1) in metric (67),
gH =
r2
L3
. (75)
In the near event horizon limit α → 0, relations (7), (8), (9), (14) can be confirmed by
using equations (65), (66), (74), (75). Because f is independent of τ , in this case we find
ub∇bα = 0 and p˜H = pH = r2/(8piGL3) in the near horizon limit.
B. Null vector as horizon’s generator
The other choice is extending the horizon’s generator with the ingoing null vector
la∂a = ∂t −
(
1− r
L
)
∂r = f
1/2
(
1 +
r
L
)−1
(ua∂a + n
a∂a). (76)
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For this choice, we can get the contraction
Tabl
alb = 0 (77)
as well as the surface gravity and the 2-dimensional extrinsic curvature
gH =
1
L
, kAB = −1
r
(
1− r
L
)
γAB. (78)
In coordinate systems (61) and (70) respectively, the generator (76) can be reexpressed
as
la∂a =
(
1− r
L
)
(f−1∂τ − ∂r)
=
x
L
(1− xy)∂x. (79)
Comparing it with (68) or (71), we find αua → la and αna → la in the near event horizon
limit if α = f 1/2, and relations (7), (8), (9), (14) are satisfactorily obtained from equations
(65), (66), (78). Like the previous subsection, ub∇bα = 0 and thus p˜H = pH = 1/(8piGL) in
the near horizon limit.
V. OBLIQUE MEMBRANE PARADIGM IN FLRW UNIVERSE
The familiar FLRW metric
ds2 = −dt2 + a2
(
1
1− kr˜2dr˜
2 + r˜2dΩ2
)
(80)
in (3 + 1)-dimensional spacetime can be transformed through r = ar˜ as2
ds2 = −dt2 + 1
1− ka−2r2 (dr −Hrdt)
2 + r2dΩ2. (81)
Written in the double-null coordinates [14, 15], it is
ds2 = −2dξ+dξ− + r2dΩ2, (82)
where
dξ± =
1√
2
[(
1± Hr√
1− ka−2r2
)
dt∓ 1√
1− ka−2r2dr
]
. (83)
The one-forms −dξ∓ are dual to vectors
∂± ≡ ∂
∂ξ±
=
1√
2
∂t +
1√
2
(Hr ∓
√
1− ka−2r2)∂r. (84)
What we need in this section is the ingoing null vector la∂a =
√
2∂+ which can be put into
the form
la∂a = ∂t −
(√
1− ka−2r2 −Hr
)
∂r. (85)
2 Be cautious that we have exchanged the notations r and r˜ in comparison with reference [15].
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For the FLRW universe, the trapping horizon
√
1− ka−2r2 −Hr = 0 coincides with the
apparent horizon
r2 =
1
H2 + ka−2
, (86)
whose normal vector can be written as
va∂a =
(
1 +
H˙
H2
)
∂t +
r
H
(
H˙ − ka−2
)
∂r (87)
up to a normalization factor. On the trapping horizon, this vector can be normalized to
vav
a = − 1
H4
(
H˙ − ka−2
)(
H˙ + 2H2 + ka−2
)
=
16pi2G2
3H4
(ρ+ p)(ρ− 3p). (88)
The cosmological equations (110) and (111) have been used in the second line. There-
fore, the trapping horizon may be timelike, null or spacelike, depending on the equation of
state. For all of the three cases, the membrane paradigm can be constructed by introducing
a cosmological stretched horizon slightly inside the trapping horizon, which possesses an
inward-pointing spacelike unit normal and a future-directed timelike generator3
na∂a = Hr
(
1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)−1/2 ∂t − (1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)1/2 ∂r,
ua∂a =
(
1− ka−2r2)1/2 (1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)−1/2 ∂t (89)
subject to orthonormal conditions (2) and (3). They are related to the null vector (85) by
la∂a =
(1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)1/2√
1− ka−2r2 +Hr (u
a∂a + n
a∂a). (90)
In agreement with ansatz (16), their dual form can be expressed as na = −N∇ar, ua =
−Uhba∇bt, where
N =
(
1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)−1/2 ,
U =
(
1− ka−2r2)−1/2 (1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)1/2 . (91)
Repeating calculations in the previous sections with the definition (6), we find the following
3 They can be obtained with the help of FLRW metric in the quasistatic coordinates [24] ds2 = −(1 −
ka−2r2 −H2r2)f2dτ2 + (1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)−1dr2 + r2dΩ2, where na∂a = −
(
1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)1/2 ∂r,
ua∂a =
(
1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)−1/2 f−1∂τ .
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components of the 3-dimensional extrinsic curvature are not vanishing
Ktt = −
r
[
H2 (1− 2ka−2r2 −H2r2) + H˙ (1− ka−2r2)
]
(1− ka−2r2) (1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)1/2
,
Ktr = Krt = −
Hr2
[
H2 (1− 2ka−2r2 −H2r2) + H˙ (1− ka−2r2)
]
(1− ka−2r2) (1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)3/2
,
Krr = −
H2r3
[
H2 (1− 2ka−2r2 −H2r2) + H˙ (1− ka−2r2)
]
(1− ka−2r2) (1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)5/2
,
Kϑϑ = −r
(
1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)1/2 ,
Kϕϕ = −r sin2 ϑ
(
1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)1/2 . (92)
Projected to the temporal or transverse directions, they give rise to
αuaubKab = − αr
(1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)3/2
[
H2
(
1− 2ka−2r2 −H2r2)+ H˙ (1− ka−2r2)] ,
αγaAγ
b
BKab = −
α
r
(
1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)1/2 γAB,
γaAu
bKab = 0. (93)
From the expressions (89), we can also get
γaAγ
b
B∇b(αua) = 0, γaAnb∇bua = 0. (94)
On the other hand, by definition (10), the 2-dimensional extrinsic curvature turns out to
be
kAB = −1
r
(√
1− ka−2r2 −Hr
)
γAB. (95)
To recover the limit (8), we require the renormalization parameter to be
α =
(1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)1/2
(1− ka−2r2)1/2
. (96)
It follows directly that αua → la, αna → la in the near horizon limit α→ 0. However, unlike
previous sections, the Lie derivative of α along the timelike generator is nonzero,
Luα = − H˙Hr
2
1 − ka−2r2 −H2r2 +
kr2
a2
(
H
1− ka−2r2 −H2r2 −
H
1− ka−2r2
)
. (97)
For this sake, the limit (7) is expected to be replaced by (34). Hence in this section we will
examine the limit (34) instead.
Note the null vector la is neither the generator nor the normal of trapping horizon.4 This
can be inferred from the product
val
a = − 1
H2
(
H˙ − ka−2
)
=
4piG
H2
(ρ+ p) (98)
4 We are grateful to the referee for bringing this point into our attention.
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which is nonvanishing unless p = −ρ. In this paper, the membrane paradigm is built with
the null vector la instead of the normal va of the trapping horizon. Here is why. First,
the Raychaudhuri equation (28) and the Ha´´icˇek equation (36) are derived for null geodesic
congruences. Second, as we have mentioned before, va may be spacelike, null or timelike,
but la can be utilized to give a unified form of membrane paradigm for all cases. Third,
we find va is intractable to build the membrane paradigm because of the nonvanishness of
equation (97), while our choice of la is validated by the success of this section and the next
section.
In sections III and IV, we have analyzed the membrane paradigm for the RN black hole
horizon and the dS horizon with various forms of generator la∂a. It is confirmable that all
of them obey the Killing equation
Llgab = 0 (99)
on the event horizon. However, the apparent horizon of the FLRW universe is not a Killing
horizon except for the dS subcase. This can be seen by substituting its normal vector (87)
into the left hand side of (99),
Lvgϑϑ = 1
sin2 ϑ
Lvgϕϕ = 2r
2
H
(
H˙ − ka−2
)
, (100)
which obviously violate the Killing equation. If instead we substitute the null vector (85)
into the left hand side of (99), we would find
Llgtr = H
(
1√
1− ka−2r2 −
2Hr
1− ka−2r2
)
, Llgrr = 2H
1− ka−2r2 , (101)
which violate the Killing equation again at the apparent horizon. As we have mentioned in
section IIA, there are ambiguities in defining the surface gravity for non-Killing horizons.
For the trapping horizon in the FLRW universe, if we implement the definition (1), then its
surface gravity is
gH = H. (102)
Interestingly, this is in agreement with the temperature at the horizon in a pure dS space-
time [25], though we are dealing now with more general spacetimes. Also note that the
temperature T = gH/(2pi) is positive as long as the universe is expanding H > 0.
Recalling the stress tensor
Tabdx
adxb = ρdt2 +
p
1− ka−2r2 (dr −Hrdt)
2 + pr2dΩ2, (103)
where ρ and p are density and pressure respectively of the bulk fluid, we obtain Tabl
alb = ρ+p
and
Tabn
aub =
Hr (1− ka−2r2)1/2 (ρ+ p)
1− ka−2r2 −H2r2 . (104)
This is consistent with the relation Tabl
alb = α2Tabn
aub in the near trapping horizon limit
(86).
Making use of equations (93), (94), (95), (102) and taking the limit (86), we have suc-
ceeded in reproducing (8), (9), (14), but failed in getting (34) straightforwardly. After trials
and errors, we finally discovered the following relation
1
Hr
(
1− ka−2r2)1/2 αuaubKab − 1
H2r2
(
1− ka−2r2)Luα = −gH. (105)
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It recovers (32) or (34) when the stretched horizon approaches the trapping horizon in the
limit (86). This is reminiscent of results in previous sections. In section III, it can be checked
that the values of ρH and θH meet condition (23) only in the near horizon limit. In section
IV, the exact values of pH and p˜H become equal only at the apparent horizon.
Our 2 + 1 + 1 split of the FLRW spacetime dictates a metric
γABdx
AdxB = r2dΩ2, (106)
for the 2-dimensional spacelike section of the apparent horizon. Then it is easy to check
pH||A = p˜H||A = 0. This finishes our construction of the membrane paradigm for the apparent
horizon in the FLRW universe. In this paradigm Luα 6= 0, so we dubbed it an “oblique”
membrane paradigm. At the same time, the null vector la is not always normal to the
apprarent horizon, so this name is also suitable geometrically. By this name we do not
mean a new paradigm. It is very clear from references [4–6] that the so called pressure of
the fluid depends upon the choice of the generators. It agrees with the surface gravity only
in the case that the horizon is stationary. Here we have rediscovered this with an explicit
example (FLRW). In section VII, we will discuss the standard membrane paradigm that is
not oblique.
VI. FLUID EQUATIONS TO FRIEDMANN EQUATION
It ought not to be surprising that the Friedmann equation emerges naturally from dy-
namics of membrane paradigm. There are two approaches to this end.
First, from the viewpoint of the stretched horizon, the membrane can be treated as a
2-dimensional fluid characterized by the quantities
ρS = − θS
8piG
=
1
4piGr
(
1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)1/2 ,
pS =
r
8piG (1− ka−2r2 −H2r2)3/2
[
H2
(
1− 2ka−2r2 −H2r2)+ H˙ (1− ka−2r2)] ,
σABS = 0, pi
A
S = 0, ηS =
1
16piG
, ζS = − 1
16piG
. (107)
These quantities automatically fulfill equation (A9), that is
− T cancγaA = [γAA′γbB(pSγA
′B − 2ηSσA′BS − ζSθSγA
′B)]||b
+piSAγ
c
b∇cub + γeAuc∇cpiSe + pidSγeA∇due. (108)
They should also satisfy equation (A7), namely
−T ab naub = −(pSγAB−2ηSσABS −ζSθSγAB)γaAγbB∇bua−∇bpibS−ub∇bρS−ρSγab∇aub, (109)
which turns out to be one of the cosmological equations in the FLRW universe
H˙ − k
a2
= −4piG(ρ+ p). (110)
In this paper, the dot overhead implies the derivative with respect to t, and the superscript
prime denotes the derivative with respect to r if not in the indices. Given the continuity
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equation of the bulk fluid ρ˙+3H(ρ+ p) = 0, the above equation can be integrated directly,
yielding the Friedmann equation
H2 +
k
a2
=
8piG
3
ρ. (111)
Second, in the near horizon limit, we can also consider the 2-dimensional fluid on the
apparent horizon, endowed with the fluid quantities
ρH = − θH
8piG
=
1
4piGr
(√
1− ka−2r2 −Hr
)
, p˜H =
H
8piG
,
σABH = 0, pi
A
H = 0, ηH =
1
16piG
, ζH = − 1
16piG
. (112)
Substituted into the continuity equation (29) of the membrane fluid, it recovers equation
(110) and hence can be integrated to give the Friedmann equation (111). The Navier-Stokes
equation (37) is automatically satisfied by the above fluid quantities on the apparent horizon.
Dividing the shear viscosity by the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy density s = 1/4G, we
find the ratio of the shear viscosity to the entropy density for the membrane fluid is
ηS,H
s
=
1
4pi
(113)
on both the stretched and the apparent horizons.
VII. TOWARDS STANDARD MEMBRANE PARADIGM IF THERE IS
In the standard membrane paradigm for black holes, the fluid pressure pS on the stretched
horizon tends to the effective pressure p˜H on the event horizon up to a renormalization
parameter α. For the trapping horizon in the FLRW universe, in section V there is a
membrane paradigm with Luα 6= 0, dubbed an oblique membrane paradigm, which is a
specific example of the existing membrane paradigm. As we have demonstrated in section
II, the vanishness of Luα determines the the equality of αpS and p˜H in the near true horizon
limit. Therefore, the vanishness of Luα is a criterion for whether the membrane paradigm
is standard or oblique.
One may wonder, in the FLRW universe, if there is a standard membrane paradigm that
is not oblique, which is also a specific example of the existing membrane paradigm. Perhaps
this can be devised by calibrating the normal and the timelike directions of the stretched
horizon, the null generator of the trapping horizon and the renormalization parameter. In
fact, it is very clear from the original derivation of the black-hole membrane paradigm or
the derivation a la Parikh-Wilczek that the so called pressure of the fluid depends upon
the choice of the generators. We have spent a long time on this problem but failed to
get an answer. Here are partial results that may be helpful for future investigations. For
conciseness, we restrict to the spatially flat case k = 0 and denote f = 1−H2r2.
Keeping the orthonormal properties, we can make a Bogoliubov transformation for vectors
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(89),
n˜a∂a =
√
1 + A2na∂a + Au
a∂a
= f−1/2
(
A+Hr
√
1 + A2
)
∂t − f 1/2
√
1 + A2∂r,
u˜a∂a = An
a∂a +
√
1 + A2ua∂a
= f−1/2
(√
1 + A2 +HrA
)
∂t − f 1/2A∂r. (114)
We are still free to rescale the null generator (85),
l˜a∂a = Bl
a∂a
= B∂t − B(1−Hr)∂r
=
Bf 1/2
1 +Hr
n˜a∂a + u˜
a∂a
A+
√
1 + A2
. (115)
The renormalization parameter is chosen as
α =
CBf 1/2
A+
√
1 + A2
(116)
so that C → 1, αua → la, αna → la in the near trapping horizon limit Hr → 1. Calculation
from n˜a, u˜a and l˜a yields
αu˜au˜bKab = − α√
1 + A2f 1/2
[(√
1 + A2 +HrA
)(
A˙ + f−1H˙r
√
1 + A2
)
+H2r(1 + A2)− AA′f
]
= − α
f 1/2
(√
1 + A2 +HrA
)
∂t ln
[(
A+
√
1 + A2
)√1 +Hr
1−Hr
]
+α∂r
(
f 1/2
√
1 + A2
)
,
gH = HB + B˙ −B′(1−Hr)
= ∂tB − ∂r[B(1−Hr)]. (117)
The search of a standard membrane paradigm becomes now the search of functions A and
B meeting conditions
lim
Hr→1
gH + αu
aubKab = 0, lim
Hr→1
α = 0. (118)
Unfortunately, we can neither find suitable functions nor disprove strictly their existence.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we reanalyzed the membrane paradigm of black holes with the action prin-
ciple [6], and rediscovered the membrane can be oblique if the derivative of renormalization
parameter is nonvanishing along the timelike generator.
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The standard membrane paradigm was realized concretely for the RN black hole. Al-
though the event horizon of RN black hole is a null Killing horizon, outside the horizon we
have to violate either the null condition or the Killing equation. Therefore we extended the
horizon’s generator to the full spacetime with a globally Killing generator in section IIIA
and a globally null generator in section IIIB respectively, and confirmed that the membrane
paradigm goes well.
As a new example, we established a standard membrane paradigm near the event horizon
of dS universe, with a globally Killing generator in section IVA and a globally null generator
in section IVB. In this example, the stretched horizon is located inside the event horizon,
and the spacelike normal vector of the stretched horizon is pointing inward.
The most tantalizing part is section V, in which we applied the membrane paradigm to
the apparent horizon of FLRW spacetime. Because the renormalization parameter is time-
dependent, its derivative along the time direction is nonzero and contributes a correction to
the effective pressure on the apparent horizon. In convenient words, the stretched horizon
is oblique in this paradigm, which is another example of the existing membrane paradigm
[4–6]. We derived the cosmological equations from the fluid dynamics in the membrane
paradigm.
We also put forward a method to the standard membrane paradigm that is not oblique
for the FLRW universe, if there is such a paradigm. We have not get a conclusive answer,
but leave it as an open problem to strong researchers for future investigation.
In the near future, we wish to connect the membrane paradigm to observational cosmol-
ogy, such as cosmic inflation and accelerated expansion.
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Appendix A: Derivation of fluid equations
First we note that the orthogonal relation (2) yields
ubγ
ab = nbγ
ab = nbh
ab = 0, ubg
bc = ubh
bc,
γabg
bc = γabh
bc = γabγ
bc, habg
bc = habh
bc,
hbah
c
b = h
c
a, γ
b
aγ
c
b = γ
c
a. (A1)
Second, from normalization conditions (3), it is easy to see
na∇bna = ua∇bua = 0. (A2)
Third, without loss of generality, we parameterize the the spacelike normal vector with
an affine or non-affine parameter λ by na = N∇aλ, and the timelike generator with τ by
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ua = −Uhba∇bτ . Such a parametrization guarantees the orthogonal condition (2). Then it
is straightforward to prove
na∇anb = (N∇aλ)∇a(N∇bλ)
= (N∇aλ)(∇aN)∇bλ+ (N∇aλ)(N∇b∇aλ)
= nanb∇a lnN + 1
2
N2∇b[(∇aλ)(∇aλ)]
= nanb∇a lnN + 1
2
N2∇bN−2
= −hab∇a lnN
= −γab∇a lnN + ubua∇a lnN, (A3)
ua∇aub = (Uhac∇cτ)∇a(Uhbd∇dτ)
= (Uhac∇cτ)(∇aU)hbd∇dτ + (Uhac∇cτ)U [∇a(gbd − nbnd)]∇dτ
+(Uhac∇cτ)Uhbd∇d∇aτ
= uaub∇a lnU + uaU(nd∇anb + nb∇and)(hcd + ndnc)∇cτ
+
1
2
U2hbd∇d[hac(∇aτ)(∇cτ)]
+
1
2
U2hbd(nc∇dna + na∇dnc)(hea + nane)(∇eτ)(∇cτ)
= uaub∇a lnU + ueheaU(nc∇anb + nbhcd∇and)∇cτ
+
1
2
U2hbd∇d(−U−2) + 1
2
U2hbd(nchea∇dna + ne∇dnc)(∇eτ)(∇cτ)
= (hab + uaub)∇a lnU + ueU(ncKeb + nbKec)∇cτ
+
1
2
U2(ncKbe + neKbc)(∇eτ)(∇cτ)
= γab∇a lnU + ueUncKeb∇cτ − ueucnbKec
−1
2
ueUn
cKbe∇cτ − 1
2
ucUn
eKbc∇eτ
= γab∇a lnU − nbKacuauc. (A4)
For the membrane paradigm of RN black holes and the paradigm of cosmological horizons,
it can be confirmed that γab∇a lnN = γab∇a lnU = 0. Therefore, throughout this paper,
it is safe make the ansatz (16). In the literature, a simple relation na∇anb = 0 is usually
assumed, see e.g. [6, 7]. This is true for black holes because ua∇a lnN = 0. For the FLRW
universe, one should be cautious that the simple relation does not hold any more. Ansatz
(16) is more robust than the old ansatz na∇anb = 0 in our first version of manuscript in
e-Print archive, although it does not modify the final result of (A7) because of the wonderful
cancellation in the last step.
The decomposition of stress tensor (21) can be recast equivalently
tabS γ
A
a ub = t
ab
S γ
A
b ua = −piAH, tabS uaub =
1
α
ρH,
tabS γ
A
a γ
B
b =
1
α
(pHγ
AB − 2ηHσABH − ζHθHγAB), (A5)
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which imply
ubσ
ab
H = nbσ
ab
H = 0, σ
ab
H gbc = σ
ab
Hhbc = σ
ab
H γbc,
ubpi
b
H = nbpi
b
H = 0, pi
b
Hgbc = pi
b
Hhbc = pi
b
Hγbc,
nbt
ab
S = 0, t
ab
S gbc = t
ab
S hbc. (A6)
Starting with equations (21) and (25), we can prove
− T ab naub = uatabS|b
= uah
a
d(g
c
b − nbnc)∇ctdbS
= ud∇btdbS − udnc∇c(nbtdbS ) + udtdbS nc∇cnb
= ua∇btabS + udtdbS nc∇cnb
= ua∇b[tcdS (γac − ucua)(γbd − udub)] + udtdbS nc∇cnb
= ua∇b(tcdS γac γbd − tcdS γacudub − tcdS γbducua + tcdS ucuaudub) + udtdbS nc∇cnb
= ∇b(uatcdS γac γbd)− tcdS γac γbd∇bua −∇b(uatcdS γacudub)
+tcdS γ
a
cudu
b∇bua −∇b(uatcdS γbducua) + tcdS γbducua∇bua
+∇b(uatcdS ucuaudub)− tcdS ucuaudub∇bua + udtdbS nc∇cnb
= −tcdS γac γbd∇bua +∇b(tcdS γbduc)−∇b(tcdS ucudub) + udtdbS nc∇cnb
= −tcdS γac γbd∇bua +∇b(tcdS γbduc)− ub∇b(tcdS ucud)
−tcdS ucud(γab − ubua + nbna)∇aub + udtdbS nc∇cnb
= −tcdS γac γbd∇bua +∇b(tcdS γbduc)− ub∇b(tcdS ucud)− tcdS ucudγab∇aub
+tcdS ucudu
bna∇anb + udtdbS nc∇cnb
= −tcdS γac γbd∇bua +∇b(tcdS γbduc)− ub∇b(tcdS ucud)− tcdS ucudγab∇aub. (A7)
When the stretched horizon approaches the true horizon α→ 0, both αua and αna approach
la, and the above equation can be written as
− 1
α2
T ab lal
b = − 1
α
(pHγ
AB − 2ηHσABH − ζHθHγAB)γaAγbB∇bua −∇bpibH
−ub∇b
(ρH
α
)
− 1
α
ρHγ
a
b∇aub
= − 1
α2
(pHγ
AB − 2ηHσABH − ζHθHγAB)γaAγbB∇b(αua)−∇bpibH
− 1
α
ub∇bρH − ρHub∇b
(
1
α
)
− 1
α2
ρHγ
a
b∇a(αub)
= − 1
α2
(pHγ
AB − 2ηHσABH − ζHθHγAB)γaAγbB∇bla −∇bpibH
− 1
α2
lb∇bρH + 1
α2
ρHu
b∇bα− 1
α2
ρHγ
a
b∇alb
= − 1
α2
(pHγ
AB − 2ηHσABH − ζHθHγAB)kAB −∇bpibH
− 1
α2
lb∇bρH + 1
α2
ρHu
b∇bα− 1
α2
ρHγ
a
b k
b
a. (A8)
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Similarly, we can start with equations (21) and (25) to prove
− T cancγaA = γaAtabS|b
= (γaAt
ab
S )|b − tabS γaA|b
= hcbh
e
A∇c(γaetabS )− tabS (haA + uauA)|b
= (γcbγ
e
A − γcbuAue − ubucheA)∇c(γaetabS )− tabS hcaheAhdb∇d(ucue)
= γcbγ
e
A∇c[γaetadS (γbd − udub)]− γcbuA∇c(ueγaetabS ) + γcbγaetabS uA∇cue
−ucheA∇c(ubγaetabS ) + ucheAγaetabS ∇cub − tcdS heA∇d(ucue)
= (γaAt
ad
S γ
b
d)||b − γcbγeA∇c(γaetadS udub)
+(hcb + ubu
c)(hae + uaue)t
ab
S uA∇cue
−uc(γeA − uAue)∇c(ubγaetabS )− tcdS heA(ue∇duc + uc∇due)
= (γaAt
ad
S γ
b
d)||b − γcbγeAub∇c(γaetadS ud)− γcbγeAγaetadS ud∇cub
+tcSeuA∇cue − ucγeA∇c(ubγaetabS )
+ucuA∇c(ueubγaetabS )− ucuAubγaetabS ∇cue
−tcdS uA∇duc − tcbS (γdb − ubud)(γeA − uAue)uc∇due
= (γaAt
ad
S γ
b
d)||b − γcbγaAtadS ud∇cub − ucγeA∇c(ubγaetabS )− tcbS γdbγeAuc∇due.(A9)
Taking the limit α→ 0, we can rewrite it in the form
− 1
α
T ca lcγ
a
A =
1
α
[γAA′γ
b
B(pHγ
A′B − 2ηHσA′BH − ζHθHγA
′B)]||b
+
1
α
piHAγ
c
b∇c(αub) + γeAuc∇cpiHe +
1
α
pidHγ
e
A∇d(αue)
=
1
α
[γAA′γ
b
B(pHγ
A′B − 2ηHσA′BH − ζHθHγA
′B)]||b
+
1
α
piHAγ
c
b∇clb +
1
α
γeAl
c∇cpiHe + 1
α
pidHγ
e
A∇dle
=
1
α
(pHγ
B
A − 2ηHσBHA − ζHθHγBA )||B
+
1
α
piHAγ
c
bk
b
c +
1
α
γeAl
c∇cpiHe + 1
α
pidHγ
e
A∇eld
=
1
α
[pH||A − 2(ηHσBHA)||B − (ζHθH)||A] +
1
α
piHAγ
c
bk
b
c +
1
α
γeALlpiHe. (A10)
In the third step, we have made use of the symmetry kAB = kBA. Finally, one can substitute
(11) into the above equation to get
− 1
α
T ca lcγ
a
A =
1
α
[pH||A − 2(ηHσBHA)||B − (ζHθH)||A] +
1
α
piHAθH +
1
α
γeALlpiHe (A11)
and hence the Navier-Stokes equation
γeALlpiHe + piHAθH = −pH||A + 2(ηHσBHA)||B + (ζHθH)||A − T ca lcγaA. (A12)
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